We argue against the claim regarding large imaginary contributions generated by annihilation or penguin annihilation diagrams in B-decays within the perturbative QCD (PQCD) approach. It is shown that the typical integrals that are supposed to yield complex values and hence generate large imaginary parts, actually lead to real results implying absence of strong phases through these diagrams.
One of the approaches employed to compute the B-decay amplitudes is the perturbative QCD (PQCD) approach. Within this approach, the amplitude is written as a convolution of a perturbatively calculable hard part and a universal non-perturbative soft part, the meson wave functions or distribution amplitudes. To avoid the diverging contributions from the end point region(s), the transverse (k ⊥ ) components of momenta are retained and one then proceeds with the calculation. For a quick review of the method and some of the applications, refer to [1] . Within this approach, it is claimed that the dominant contribution to strong phases comes from annihilation diagrams [2] . The starting point of any such calculation is the identification of all possible contributions due to the operators in the effective Hamiltonian to the quark level amplitude. The next step is to assign the momenta to various lines in the Feynman diagram, retaining the transverse momentum components (recall that the variables used are light-cone variables). Such an expression is then Fourier transformed with respect to the transverse momenta and integrations over the transverse momenta are then carried out. Finally, this hard, perturbative piece is convoluted with the distribution amplitudes to arrive at the hadronic amplitude. To set the stage for further discussions and also to be concrete, it may be worthwhile to start with a typical expression that one encounters in such a calculation. Let us concentrate on a two body decay mode,
and label the momentum fractions as x i , i = 1, 2, 3 respectively. A typical integral that one encounters has the following form (we concentrate only on a particular part of the complete expression in the following discussion as the issue of imaginary contributions is related to this part only)
where the functions y, y ′ are some algebraic functions of the various momentum fractions. For simplicity we now suppress the arguments of these two functions. To proceed with the calculation, as outlined above, we look at the Fourier transform of such an expression with respect to the transverse momentã 
where J 0 is the Bessel function of first kind of order zero.
The integrals I 1 and I 2 are the basic integrals that appear in all the calculations and whether a particular diagram will yield real or complex contribution depends on these integrals. It is these integrals that we want to study in some detail and show that contrary to the claims made in the literature, such integrals do not yield complex results for the case when the two terms in the denominators of such integrals have a relative negative sign between them. We start by looking at the standard results of such integrals, keeping in view the strict conditions under which the integrals are defined. Let us change the variables and rewrite the above two integrals as
and
We have deliberatly written the above integrals in this form and pulled out possible opposite relative sign in the denominator such that y 2 is a positive quantity. The integrals with positive sign between the two terms in the denominator are standard integrals and the results are [3] (page 663 and 664 respectively)
where K ν and I ν are the modified Bessel functions. Thus the results for I (+) 1,2 are known. Further, in our case, the functions y are real functions of the masses and momentum fractions. Therefore, the results can be readily used and as is obvious lead to real contributions. We now consider the remaining integrals I (−) 1,2 . Naively we may try to use the standard results quoted above by putting y = ±iy and then using various functional relations between different Bessel functions with complex arguments. This is what seems to be done in the PQCD literature. To make things clear, let us follow this naive route and see what we finally arrive at. We start with I (−) 1 .
We now use the definitions and relationships between different Bessel functions (see page 901 of reference [3] )
The above two forms show that the result is a complex quantity. One can similarly make the appropriate changes and obtain the result for I
2 , which again, by the same line of reasoning, turns out to be complex.
where again we have used the relations between various Bessel functions to arrive at this form.
This is the essential point in PQCD calculations of (penguin) annihilation diagrams and the root for the claim that such contributions are complex, implying the emergence of strong phase(s). It is important to note the condition Re(y) > 0 in Eq. (6) and Eq.(7). Analytic continuation would allow to continue the result to left half plane also but not on the imaginary axis. This means that it is not legitimate to follow the naive route and we must check for the correctness and consistency of such replacements. Therefore, at this point it is not at all clear whether the integrals I
1,2 will actually yield complex results. To this end, we note the following standard result (page 179 reference [4] 
which, for ν = 0 reduces to
where Y ν is the Bessel function of second kind (also called the Neumann function and often written as N ν ). The above yields a real result, contrary to what would have been expected from the naive reasoning. We thus observe that contrary to the claims in the literature, the correct integral yields real values and therefore, no strong phases are generated from such diagrams/contributions (at least to the order considered). for various choices of a and y obtained from Eq.(12) and using MATHEMATICA. to find that it also yields real values. What is very clear is that naive replacement y → iy leading to Eq.(10) is not correct.
The claim in the PQCD literature about large, imaginary (penguin) annihilation diagrams is based on the fact that Eq.(9) and Eq.(10) yield complex values, thereby implying the presence of large strong phases originating from (penguin) annihilation diagrams in PQCD approach applied to B-decays. However, we have seen above that this inference is an outcome of the wrong, naive replacement y → iy, which is not allowed if one tries to use the results of Eq. (6) and Eq.(7). Evaluating these integrals, either using the correct standard form for I (−) 1 or numerically evaluating I (−) 1,2 leads to real answers. Therefore, it can be concluded from this small exercise that such contributions will turn out to be real and therefore no extra strong phase(s) will be generated from such contributions. This conclusion is at variance with the claims made in PQCD literature. However, in view of the above discussion, it seems mandatory to reexamine the PQCD calculations. This is necessary as the results for decay rates as well as CP asymmetries depend crucially on the presence or absence of large imaginary parts in the amplitudes.
In this note we have explicitly shown that contrary to the claims made in the PQCD literature about large imaginary (penguin) annihilation contributions, such contributions are indeed real. For one of the integrals, I
(−) 1 , we have quoted the exact standard result that must be employed instead of naively continuing to imaginary values. This has been cross-checked by numerically evaluating the integral using MATHEMATICA. The comparison is shown in Table 1 . Apart from the small differences due to accuracy/precision in numerical integration, the results are identical -in particular real. For the other integral, I
(−) 2 , to the best of our knowledge, no compact form is available. However, once again, using MATHEMATICA, it can be verified that it also yields real values. This observation about the reality of such contributions, as opposed to what is claimed in the literature, will definitely have a serious impact on the theoretical predictions, for both rates and asymmetries, within the PQCD approach. In particular, it may lead to the conclusion that the BSS mechanism [5] is the dominant one for generating strong phases. Also, annihilation type diagrams have been evaluated employing light cone sum rules (LCSRs) [6, 7] . These studies conclude that the annihilation contributions are indeed small and the imaginary part generated by them is sub-leading [7] . With our observation pointing against the usual claims regarding PQCD estimates of annihilation contributions, it seems possible to reconcile both these approaches. Although the possibility of imaginary contributions is not ruled out when higher order terms are included, they are however expected to be suppressed.
